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The birth and earlv vearsof the MineralogicarSocietyof America have
been summarizedbv ProfessorE. H. Kraus, in two short papers, ,,The
Future of Mineralogl. in America" (Kraus, l92l), and,,,The First Ten
Years of the Nlineralogical Society of America,' (Kraus, 1930). The
present paper documents Dean Kraus' brief historical accounts; it attempts to explore some of the problems encountered,and some of the
underlying differencesof opinion out of rvhich the Societygrew. The element of controvers],'.an essentialingredient in the evolution of any society, is necessarilyomitted from presidentialaddresses
r,vherethe accent
is on unity.
The hope is that this account,howeverincomplete,will lead to a fuller
appreciation of the vital role plal'ed by the society's Honorary Life
President in getting the MSA underwa\'-a role which is characteristically understated in the Dean's two papers. The Archivist has drawn
heavily upon the correspondence
files covering the interval 1916_1926.
He is indebted to the Secretarvof the Society, professorR.
J. Holmes,
for searchingthe files and making availablepertinent papers.
Aw IoB,r rs BonN
As noted by Kraus the stimulus for the formation of a mineralogical
societywas the generaldissatisfactionof mineralogistswith the program
of the annual meetingsof the GeologicalSocietyof America. The feeling
was that the meetingswere enjor-ablesocially,but of little profit mineralogically.An additionai impetus grew out of the lack of a suitablepublication outlet for mineralogicalpapers. Manv mineralogistsof that day
felt constrainedto send their work abroad for publication.
In spite of the widespreaddisenchantmentwith the status accorded
rnineralogistsbv the GSA, the reaction was lukewarm when in 1913
ProfessorA. N. winchell of the university of wisconsin senl out letters
to some twentl' mineralogistsproposingthe estabrishmentof an independent National Associationof Mineralogists and petrographers.Apparently the mineralogists,while recognizingthe shortcomi"gsof the status
quo' were unwilling to divorce themselvescompletelyfrom the influence
and prestigeof the GSA. The resultsof the poll led to a decisionto postpone action in order to allow time "for the then relatively new plan of
sectionalmeetingsof the GSA to be testedout." rn makinq this decision
I Archivist, Mineralogical
Society of America.
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Winchell stated that he had beenparticularly influencedby a letter from
ProfessorL. V. Pirsson.
When after three years the idea of a sectional mineralogical meeting of
the GSA had failed to take root, Kraus and five othet' eminent mineralogists got together at the GSA meetings at Albany, New York, in 1916
and revived the concept of an independent mineralogical society. In
effect the birth of the MSA dates frorr' this meeting, although the organizational meeting was stiil three years away. The six principals involved
are to be consideredthe Society'sfounding fathers.The six representedin
a purely unofficial way a wide spectrum of mineralogical interests. E. H.
Kraus of Michigan, A.H. Phillips of Princeton, and F. R. Van Horn of
Case School of Applied Science represented the nation's universities,
T. L. Walker of the University of Toronto, and the Royal Ontario Museum of Mineralogy, Ottawa-Canadian Universities,Walker and H. P.
Whitlock of the American Museum of Natural History, New Yorkmuseums, and E. T. Wherry who had recently transferred from the
Smithsonian to the Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture government research and "The American Mineralogist." As an
outcone of this conference,the following circular written by Dean Kraus,
but undersignedby all six, was sent out to 51 mineralogistsin this country and Canada early in 1917.
AnnArbor,Mich.,February
5,1917.
"For several years past, some of those attending the annual meetings of the Geological
Society of America have discussed the advisability of organizing a separate society composed of persons whose interests lie more especially in the field of Mineralogy. The feeling
has been grorving that the {ounding of a Mineralogical Society would do much to stimulate
greater interest in the subject and also give wider recognition to the work being done in this
field in America. Accordingly, the undersigned, who u''ere in attendance upon the meetings
of the Geological Society of America, at Albany, in December, 1916, discussed this question
very thoroughiy, and it was agreed that the time has come r.hen an organization u'hich
might be called "The Mineralogical Society of America" should be formed at as eariy a date
as possible.
While many of the advantages resulting from such an organization are apparent to all
interested, the undersigned felt that perhaps the greatest benefit to be derived would be the
founding by the society of a journal to be devoted exclusively to the publishing of mineralogical papers. As is weli known, there is great need for a dignified medium of publication
for the increasing volume of mineralogical investigations which are being carried on in
America. Naturally such a publication must be started on a modest basis, and appear perhaps at first as a quarterly. Members of the society would of course receive the Journal free
of charge.
With respect to organization and means of publication, mineralogists in America are far
behind their colleagues in Europe, but we feel confident that you will respond promptly and
favorably to our appeal to unite with us as a charter member in perfecting the organization
of this society, the standards of which are to be on a par with those of the Geological Society
of America. fn order to insure the publication of a journal, which would naturally have a
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somewhat limited circulation, it rvas thought advisable that the annual dues be placed at
$10.00.
This letter is being addressedto a selectedlist of mineralogists in the United States and
Canada, and if a suffrcientnumber of favorable replies is received,it is planned to complete
the organization sometime during the current year.
Professor Edward H. Kraus, Ann Arbor, Michigan, has been designated to conduct the
correspondence looking toward the organization of the societl, Heu'ill be glad to hear from
v o u a t y o u r e a l l i e s tc o n v e n i e n c e .
Very sincerely yours,
Edrvard H. Kraus.
Alexander H. Phillips-

Frank R. Van Horn,
Thomas L. Walker,
TnB

IoB.q. TercBs

Edgar'f. Wherry,
Herbert P Whitlock.

Snape

The results of the poll were summarized by Kraus in the following
memorandum.
Ann Arbor, Michigan
October 12,1917.
Last February a circular letter was sent to 51 mineralogists in this country and Canada'
inviting them to unite as charter members in the organization of a Mineralogical Societl' of
America. To date 35 replies have been received and the follorving tabulation indicates their
character:

Unqualifiedly yes.
Yes,but wait
Doubtful..

23

No

4
35

Not answerilg.
Total.... ...

16
51

o

Of the 35 replies received, 29 were favorable. Two others must be considered as doubtful
for the present but in all probability could be counted upon if the society is organized, To
these 29 favorable replies, there must, of course, be added the six names which appeared on
the circular letter, so that about 35 are at this time in favor of the organization. This number could undoubtedly be increased to about 40 if it is definitely decided to proceed with the
formation of the society.
On account of the very unsettled conditions at present, it has been thought wise to hold
the whole matter in abeyance, but to urge those rvho receive this letter to attend, if possible,
the meetings of the Geological Society of America, which will be held in St. Louis in De
cember. At that time all interested can get together for further discussion, and perhaps
preliminary organization.
This letter is being mailed to those who look u,ith favor upon the organization of the
Society.

Although the bulk of the returns was unquestionably alirmative Dean
Kraus' simplified box score doesn't tell the whole story. A few voted
affirmatively but indicated they themselves would be unable to join; a
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typical reply cited rising prices including those of "potatoes at $2.60 a
bushel and dog meat at 201 a pound" as the main problem. Professor
William E. Ford noted the small number of mineralogistsavailablefor
the new societ-vto draw upon and brought up onceagain the old question
of a mineralogicalsectionwithin the GSA. However,he addedhe could be
wrong and said he was quite willing to join a mineralogicalsocietyand do
his sharein making it a success.For the presenthe felt no needof a journal since the American Journal of Scienceadequately filled the bill for
Yale. Professor Albert -lohannsensaid he would prefer a combined
Petrographicaland MineralogicalSociety.He said he was not enoughof a
mineralogist to belong to an exclusively mineralogical society. Upon
Kraus' assurancethat the signersof the circular did not take a narrow
view of mineralogy but rather intended to include petrology -Johannsen
changed his vote to .ves.
Those voting an outright no made up in prestige what they lacked in
number. Some of these individuals were to have secondthoughts over
the next four years and becomecharter fellows. ProfessorJ. P. Iddings
and ProfessorL. C. Graton noted that there were already tco many
societies.After enumerating the organizations to which he belonged
Graton added "I would hesitate,however,to drop membershipin any of
these organizations,but would doubly hesitate to encouragethe formation of still another societl'." He pointed out that if the proliferation of
specializedsocietiescontinued "the GeologicalSocietyof America would
be so cut into slicesthat the parent organizationitself would be weakened
and graduallv fall to pieces."
Among the dissenterswere three distinguishedmembers of the GeophysicalLaboratory, Arthur L. Day, Director; Herbert E. Merwin; and
Frederick E. Wright. Dr. Da-vin whosehonor the GSA was later to name
one of its most coveted medals remained a holdout to the last. He consideredthat he "spoke for the rnajority of the Laboratory" when he said
"the Laboratory as a whole felt no need of such a society" and had encounteredno publication problems with the existing journals. Dr. Merwin noted that the number of specializedmineralogistswas by itself too
small to support a society and voiced a petrologist'spoint of view when
he stated " . . . outside of the 'natural history' side the interest (in
minerals) is largely due to geological,chemical, or physical applications
which are made of mineralogicaldata." He addedin closing,"There are so
many men who use mineralogical data who would not wish to subscribe
for a periodical given exclusively to mineralogy, that I favor publishing
mineralogical papers in periodicals which already have a wide circulation." Always one to take his professional obligations seriously, Dr.
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Merwin in spite of his misgivingsjoined the new Societvand was honored
by electionto the presidencyin 1930,and by the award of the Roebling
Medal in 1949.
As in many other ways Dr. H. S. Washingtonwas the exceptionamong
his colleaguesat the GeophysicalLaboratory; he endorsedthe whole idea
enthusiastically from the start. His ability to come up with papers that
wereboth amusingand informative (e.g.the "Jades of Middle America")
with very little notice was to be the salvation of the Society's annual
meetings during its early unsettled years. He gave himself the title of
"Old faithful" and said he was always on tap "with a story to quiet the
children."
The disaffectionof Dr. Wright, who was held in high regardfor having
introduced the methods of modern optical mineralogy into this country
from Germany, came as a particular blow to Kraus. Wright stated that
he would not join such a society unlessits name was changed to "The
CrystallographicSocietyof America." He gave as his reasonthe fact that
"crystallography is a much broader subject than mineralogy and if we
look upon crystallography as the sciencewhich has to deal with matter in
the crystal state then crystallographyis on a par with physicsand chemistry." This viewpoint of Wright's contrasted with that of G. F. Kunz
who held that crystallographywas merely a "subdivision of determinative mineralogy." Wright pointed out that "there was much more reason
and much more chance for successto start a CrystallographicSociety ot
America in view of the completelack of publication outlets for paperson
that subject." Another dissenterProfessorA. C. Gill of CorneII agreed
with Wright. He felt that the "crystallographic part was highly desirable" and cited the lack of publication media. He went on to say, "I am
one who thinks we need a mineralogical society as much as a cat needs
three tails. . . . Tf a subdivision must be made into sheep and goats,
classifyme with the goats."
Admittedly with an eve towards bringing Wright back into the fold,
Kraus in referring to the proposedsociety over the next two years was
to attempt a compromiseby changingits title to "The Crystallographical
and Mineralogical Society of America." The change of title was advocated also by Wherry who had recently transferred to the Bureau of
Chemistry and was then concernedwith the crystallographic and optical
properties of alkaloids and organic compounds. The preliminary constitution brought up for considerationat the organizationalmeeting gave
the name of the proposedsociety as "The Crystallographicaland Mineralogical Society of America." Apparently the name was rejected as too
cumbersomeby Kraus' confreres;instead the high status to be accorded
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crystaliographywas clearly spelledout in the preambleto the provisional
constitution which definedthe object of the societyas the "advancement
of mineralogy, cr1-stallography,and the allied sciences."In a master
stroke of diplomacy Wright was thereupon electeda Councilor of the
new society.
Tnn Iona Bncolrns a l{Ber,rrv
The organizationalmeeting rvas held on December 30, 1919 in the
museumof the Department of Mineralogy at Harvard University after a
two year postponementenforced by World War I. The meeting took
place while the GSA convenedin Boston. Invitations had been sent out
to, among others,all thosewho had voted favorably in responseto Kraus'
poll; some 28 were able to attend. Those present were:
Elliot Q. Adams
Frank D. Adams*
Arthur W. Doubleday*
Arthur S. Eakle
William E. Ford
Edward F. Holden
Walter F. Hunt
-JosephP. Iddings*
Albert A. Klein
Edward H. Kraus
GeorgeF. Kunz
GeorgeP. Merrill*
Charles C. Palache
Albert B. Peck

Alexander H. Phillips
Lewis S. Ramsdell
CharlesH. Richardson
Austin F. Rogers
ChesterB. Slawson
Ellis E. Thomson
Frank R. Van Horn
Albert J. Walcott
Thomas L. Walker
Henry S. Washington
Edgar T. Wherry
Herbert P. Whitlock
John E. Wolff
Frederick E. Wright

x Attended but did not join.

The constitution as formulated provided for several classesof membership: (1) fellows,who were to be nominated by the council; the requirement, publishedresultsof research,(2) members,all othersengagedin, or
interestedin mineralogy, crystallography or the allied sciences,(3) putrons who shall have conferred material favors upon the Society and (4)
correspondents, or residents outside of North America who are sufficiently distinguished in the subjects for which the Society stands to warrant their receiving this recognition. Becausethe number attending the
organizational meeting was relatively small the designation "Charter
Fellow" and "Charter Member" was extendedto include all thosewhose
applications were accepted by the Society up to the end of 1921. The
goal of total membership of combined fellows and members for the close
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oI Ig20 was initially set at 350 to 400. This goal proved unduly optimistic
and was not reachedfor almost 10 years.By the end of its organizational
year Kraus reported that the Society had 48 charter fellows and 125
charter members, an altogether respectable figure' The Society's files
recorded the names of 68 fellows by the end of the charter period.
The six individuals whose efforts had sparked the formation of the
MSA were elected officers or councilors. Dean Kraus was elected President, T. L. Walker-Vice President, H. P. Whitlock-Secretary' E. T.
Wherry-Editor, and F. R. Von Horn and A. H' Phillips-Councilors. In
addition A. B. Peck of the Bureau of Standards,Washington,was elected
Treasurer, and A. S. Eakle of the University of California, and F. E'
Wright of the Geophysical Laboratory were elected Councilors. Shortly
thereafter Peck rejoined the f aculty at Ann Arbor, a move that inevitably
prompted postcripts in letters to Kraus of the general type "regards to
Hunt and Peck."
How ro Arnrr-rern?
Although the question of affiliation with the GSA had been pointedly
ignored in Kraus' original circular, the results, Iike those of Winchell's
earlier poll, indicated widespreadpreferencefor some sort of alliance with
the GSA. From that point on the question was no longer "whether" to
affi.liatebut rather "how" to do so to the best advantage. The prospect of
the new society fiIling a subservient position to the GSA as a section
within the larger body had lost its charms.The decisionwas to push for
an independent, but cooperative, role within which the society was free
to publish its own journal.
At the organizational meeting the assembledgroup passeda resolution
supporting affiliation with the GSA while at the same time laying down
certain generalconditions to be satisfied.The newly formed MSA council
appointed a committee of three, E. H. Kraus, E. T. Wherry and H. P.
Whitlock to negotiate the terms of affiliation with an appropriate committee chosenby the GSA council.The GSA committee was made up of
the Secretaryof the Society,E. O. Hovey, together with I. C. White, E.
B. Mathews, E. W.Shaw, R. A. Daly, David White, and J. C. Merriam.
After a preliminary meeting of the MSA delegates at the Commodore
Hotel to solidifl. plans the two committees convened in Dr. Hovey's
office.
The new society was not inclined to approach the older organization
with hat in hand. As Wherry wrote Whitlock "the resolution states exactly what we felt, namely that if the GSA wishes us to affiliate, they
would have to do something for us. They pay $3.00 into a publication
fund for every member of the Paleontological Society, although it is true
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that this fund is usednot for a separatejournal, but for a mere sectionof
the Bulletin of the GeologicSocietydevoted to paleontologicpapers.. . .
it seemedto us that it was not unreasonableto ask that they do the same
for us. Then a presentfellow of the GSA could belong to both GSA and
MSA for $12.00of which amount the GSA would keep $7.00(the amount
they norvkeep for eachpaleontologist)and the MSA (would get $5.00. . .
we would gain members becausegeologistsrvould not hesitate about
j o i n i n g u s i f t h e y h a d t o p a y o n l 1 . 9 2 . 0 0i n a d d i t i o n t o t h e i r . g 1 0 . 0 0.. . . ' ,
The plan had merit all around. It guaranteed the independenceof
action of the MSA while providing linancial benefits to it. At the same
time it efiectively forestalledanv mass exodusof fellows from the GSA
while providing a pool of fellows upon which the new societymight draw.
The combined dues for fellows in the separateorganizationswere set so
Iow as to provide an irresistible bargain to all interested parties. The
GSA was relievedof the expenseof publishing mineralogicalpapers,and
in retttrn agreedto underwrite part of the costsof the new mineralogical
journal; the basisfor the transfer of funds \4'asto be the number of dues
paying fellows common t.othe two societies.The plan provided that the
president of the new society would automatically become fourth vice
presidentof the GSA and a member of its council thereby insuring representationon the policy-makingboard of that organization.Above all the
plan prevented the fragmentation of the GSA about which Graton and
others had warned.
These arrangementswere approved in sequenceby the special committee of the GSA, by the GSA Council and by the GSA membership.On
D e c e m b e rl , l 9 2 O D r . H o v e l ' n o t i f i e dt h e S e c r e t a r r . otfh e M S A t h a t t h e
amendment to the Constitution of the GSA providing for the close
affiliationof the MSA had beenadoptedand that he was placing the name
of CharlesPalacheon the GSA ballot for fourth vice oresidentin accordance therewith.
"THE AuBnrcAN MrNERALOcrsrttrs ADoprED
At the organizational meeting those present voted overwhelmingly
to take ovcr The American Mineralogist as the offlcial journal of the new
societ.y.This action was a strong vote of confidencein Wherry who was
widely respectedby the mineralogicalfraternity. Earlier A. N. Winchell
had written Kraus in reply to the original circular that he favored taking
over The American M,ineralogist"becausethe journal has pursueda verv
modest but dignifiedpolicy and has maintained a high standard."
H. P. Whitlock's writeup of the nerv society for Scienceincluded the
following statement,
"It was decided to publish a journal devoted to mineralogy, crystal-
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lography and the allied scienceswhich shall be the official organ of the
society, and which the generalmembership of the society shall be entitled
to receive. The present plan is to enlarge The Ameri'can Mineralogist to
include researchpapers and abstracts, but at the same time to retain the
vauable features of this publication which has become recognized as of
permanent interest to such collectors and amateurs who are eligible for
membership but not fellowship."
Wherry, the Editor, while strongly advocating the take-over of The
American Mineralogist by the MSA, was considerateof the feelings of his
fellow staff members. After reviewing a preprint of the notice prepared
for Sciencehe wrote Whitlock,
Your letter and enclosures were duly received. The note for Science was very satisfactory and in particular the former owners of The American Minerologi'st will be pleased to
see your kind reference to it. In the previous article (announcing that the formation of the
society would take place December 30.,) Kraus had inadvertently written something concerning the new society and its magazine which sounded as if The American Mineralogist
was to be ignored, and Trudell in particular felt somewhat disconcerted about it; but this
will square matters.

Unfortunately Ior The American Mineral,ogistthe change in sponsorship effected no immediate miracles. The lean years continued. Not only
did the publication suffer from a lack of funds but with the change in
emphasis to results of research new problems arose. Some authors were
hesitant about entrusting their original work to a journal of limited bulk
and limited circulation. The editors time and again were placed in the
unseemly position of having to broadcast pleas for papers.
Dr. Wherry, whosework on organic materials and artificial compounds
had been leading him inevitably away from mineralogy and towards
botany, resigned as editor in 1922 and served as the fourth president of
the MSA in 1923.Thereafter he left the field of mineralogy as an active
practitioner but maintains to this day a lively interest in the subject. He
was succeededas editor by Professor W. F. Hunt, a charter fellow, and
colleagueof Kraus at Ann Arbor. Hunt was to serve in that capacity for
35 years. When Hunt terminated his long editorship, the Society in 1957
in recognition of his devotion bestowed its highest award upon him, the
Roebling Medal.
Under Hunt in 1925 The Americon Mineralogist produced the first
two of its special numbers, each of which described the research of a
single institution. The University of Michigan sponsored one, and
Harvard University the other. The results were in each case markedly
successful.They did much to educate researchworkers to the advantages
of publication in the journal, and in addition demonstrated how much
could be accomplishedgiven adequate financial backing.
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Among others who were impressedby the specialnumbers was Col.
Washington A. Roebling, designerand builder, along with his father, of
that engineeringwonder of the time, the Brooklyn Bridge, and owner of
one of the finest private mineral collectionsin the nation. PreviouslyCol.
Roebling had on at least two occasionsdonated funds that had helped
"bail out" the old American Mineralogist and the new Mineralogical
Societywhen financialproblemshad becomeunduly pressing.He was one
of the first to becomea Life Member of the MSA in recognitionof which
the Societyhad awardedhim a speciallydesignedscroll.
According to the late Dr. W. T. Schaller,a Charter Fellow who was a
friend of Roebling and, who at one time recommendedhim as a candidate for the presidencyof the Society,Roebling had expressedunhappinesswith the usual small sizeof the journal to ProfessorPalache.Palache
in his responseto the award of the Roebling Medal in 1937 noted that
in 1926he had written Roeblingas f ollows:
I would be interested to know what you think of the plan which The American Mi'neralogisthas adopted during the past year of publishing numbers of extra size financed by the
aid of the institution furnishing the material. Personally it seems to me an excellent plan. I
look forward, however, to the time when the Mineratrogzslshali be sufficiently endowed to be
able to publish such papers without the author or his institution having to bear the charges
I can think of no means of furthering the science of mineralogy in this country more efficiently than the establishment of a pubiication fund with an income sufficient to do this. I
know that you have helped the Society and the Minerologisl in the past but u.ould invite
your eamest consideration of this suggestion for a movement to secure a permanent fund
which should be ultimately not less than $50,000.
Palache described

the outcome

of the correspondence,

"Col.

Roebling

did not reply to my letter but within a few days he transferredto the
Treasurer of the Societybonds representingthe large gift ($45,000). . .
which was accompaniedb-n-'
the following brief and modestnote.
'This gift is unconditional.I wish, however,that the whole or part of it,
be devoted to the publication of the monthly magazine,The ,American
Mineralogist,which has been conductedon too narrow a margin'." Dean
Kraus writes that he "and Van Horn accompanied(the treasurer)Phillips
on this historic mission" to Col. Roebling'sofficein Trenton.
In the aftermath of his generousgift Col. Roebling was overwhelmed
by expressionsof gratitude from mineralogiststhroughout the country.
The rigours of advancingyears prevented his acknowledgingthe letters
individually. Instead he sent the following handwritten note to the
Editor. Few more poignant tributes to the rewardsof mineral collecting
have ever been r,vritten.
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Walter F. Hunt
Editor Min. Mag.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dear Sir,
I have received so many congratulatory letters regarding my gift to the Min Society
that f can not thank all individually.
If you can find space for the following few lines I will be most obliged
Col. Roebling desires to express his thanks for the grateful appreciation of his gift to the
Min. Society from all over the country and Canada.
He is pleased that it has been his privilege to contribute to the advancement of this
science-a sciencewhich is the gateway to the ultimate constitution of matter.

I am now 89 y. of age-rvhile I have not been a contributor to mineralogical literature
(my time being taken up by engineering and business calls) I yet had a fair education in
Mineralogy at the R.P.I. in Troy, N.Y. in 1856. Was quite expert in blow piping and the
simpler acid beads.
The professor of mineralogy-Dr.
Elderhorst, (himself a pupil of Wcihler) was my
roommate.
The old standards of chemistry were still in vogue then, and the optical properties of
minerals were barely noticed.
When you acquire a love for minerals the hobby lasts a lifetime-During
an extended
period of illness I found them my only solace. My collection has grown until it numbers over
16,000 specimens-embracing particularly all the rare minerals in which I specialize, and a
fair number of large show specimens.
Having lost the use of my left eye I have to write so fine.
Vours sincerely,
Washington A. Roebling

In keeping with Roebling's expresseddesire the MSA has, over the
years, devoted the income from the gift to the improvement of The
American Mineralogist During the first year that the additional income
was available the number of pagesper volume nearly doubled over that
of the precedingyear. In a real senseit remains a liaing memorial. As
Iong as the Mineralogical Society of America exists, the gift will continue to be an invaluable stimulus to mineralogy and mineralogists.Col"
Roeblingcould have no more fitting a monument to his generosity.
RrnBneNcBs
Knaus, E. H. (1921) The future of mineralogy in America. Amer Mineral.6,23-34
(1930) 'Ihe first ten years of the Mineralogical Society of America. Amer. MineraL.
15, 98-103.

